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APPLICATION OF LOCAL LINEARIZATION AND
THE TRANSONIC EQUIVALENCE RULE TO THE FLOW ABOUT







The local linearization method for axisymmetric flow is combined with
the transonic equivalence rule to calculate pressure distributions on slender
bodies at free-stream Mach numbers from .8 to 1.2. The method can be used to
determine the aerodynamic loads on parabolic arc bodies having either
circular or elliptical cross sections. The method is particularly useful in
predicting pressure distributions and normal force distributions e...ong the
body at small angles of attack. The primary application of this method would
be to establish trends for the flow variables as a function of geometry, and
to evaluate configurations during the preliminary design stage. The equa-






The purpose of this paper is to describe an approximate procedure for
determining the pressure distributions at free-stream Mach numbers near unity
for a number of slender bodies both non-lifting and lifting. The quality of
results will be demonstrated by comparison with experimental data. The
analysis is based on the small disturbance theory of inviscid transonic flow,
and makes use of the approximations of slender body theory, the transonic
equivalence rule, and the method of local linearization.
Results are presented for several bodies having identical axial distri-
butions of cross-sectional area and various elliptical cross sections.
Angles of attack included in these comparisons range from 0 0
 to 60 . The
examples chosen were selected to enable comparison with existing data
obtained in wind tunnel tests.
In addition to L description of the method and a presentation of the
basic equations used in the derivation of the working equations, the











C  Normal-force coefficient, FN/qS




R Length of body
M Local Mach number
p Local static pressure
Pm Free stream static pressure
r Radius of body
S Body cross section area
S dx	 Product of reference area and normal force coefficient
derivative







U. Free stream velocity
ul , uz , u3 Velocity components
U, V, w Perturbation velocity components
X, r, 9 Cylindrical coordinates where x extends in the direction of
the free-stream velocity
8 Total cone angle, in radians
a Angle of attack
Y Ratio of specific heats
,1 kastio of major to minor axis length for an ellipse
P. Free stream density of air
T Thickness ratio R/d
Perturbation velocity potential
ox





Denotes second partial derivative with respect to x;	 z
ax
Subscripts
W	 Free stream ccnditions







I	 Denotes total derivative with respect to x
I
PRESENTATION OF EQUATIONS
The equations to be presented here assume very small perturbation
velocities compared to the free stream velocity U^, . The equations of
motion are then simplified by neglecting small terms in the perturbation
velocities. The Method of Local Linearization described in ref. 1 is used to
further simplify the equations and combines with the transonic equivalence
rule to give approximate solutions to these equations in the transonic flow
regime.
Small Perturbation Equations of Transonic Flow






= a d . i .3> k=1 s 2 . 3.	 (1)
The speed of sound is related to the velocity components by
u2 + u2 + u3
	
a2	 a2
where a0 denotes a reference condition.










where u, v, w are small perturbation velocity components, into equations
1 & 2 and neglecting terms containing squares of the perturbation velocities
yields the equation:
2 au	 av	 aw	 2	 u au	 2	 u av	 aw
(1 - Mme) 2x + ax + ax = M^ (Y + 1) U ax + M^ (Y - 1) U ( ax + ax )1	 2	 3	 m 1	 m	 2	 3
+ M
	 (	 +2 v au	 av	 2 w au	 aw	 )W U
m ax axl) + MW U^, (
Du 
+ ax1)	 (4
Retaining terms on the right hand side of eq. (4) containing au/axl ,
and dropping all other higher order terms yields the small perturbation
equation valid for subsonic, transonic and supersonic flow:
2 au av aw	 2	 u au(1 - Mm) ax + ax




1	 2	 3	 z 1
We shall assume the flow to be irrotational and isentropic so that a




Thus the equation for frictionless irrotational flow with smallq	 ,	 perturbs-
.
7
-JO	 v	 ..._	 _. ._z.v.:.	 . _	 • _
1tions becomes:
2	 2	 2	 M2 (Y + 1)	 2
(1 - MW) 2 a ^ + ^ 
W U	 ax	 22x1 	2x2	 8x3	 18x
Consider a body-fixed Cartesian coordinate system as shown on figure 1, where
x1 , x2 , x3
 correspond to the body axis x, y, z. If the origin is located
at the nose with the x-axis directed rearward and aligned with the longitu-
dinal axis of the body, the pressure coefficient can be written (ref 1.);
Cp
 = - Um ($x + (o')- U2 ($y + 0z),	 (7)
W
where the subscript notation is used tc denote derivatives.
The Method of Local Line-rization for Axisymmetric Flow
Approximate solutions of good accuracy for axisymaetric flow with
MWxs1 past a wide class of slender pointed bodies may be obtained by
application of the method of local linearization. A discussion of the
development of the method and the resulting equations follow.
Equation (6) can be rewritten
X mxx + ^yy + 0 Z = 0	 (8)
where











k = M^ (y + 1)/U^
If X varies sufficiently slowly, it can be considered as a constant in the
initial stages of the analysis. The equation is then reduced to the 3 - P
Laplace equation for which a solution is known. This resulting solution fo;
the velocity component u is then improved in the following manner. By
differentiating the solution for u with respect to x and replacing the
previously assumed constant a term appearing in the Laplace solution by its
actual value a non-linear ordinary differential equation results. This
differential equation may then be integrated numerically.
This method results in the following first order nonlinear ordinary
differential equations in u/U.. For M .





— T in (1 - V^ - k u) + E'(x)
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For Mm > 1 the following equation results;
d (u/Um) Sot x	 2	 (ll)dx	 = —1 in (M^ - 1 + k u) + H'(x),
^ n (x)	 S	 1	 x o"(x) -S°(f,)














I for 0 < x < R.
For M. = 1 the following equations result;
If u< 0 we have
d (u/U^) Sm (x)
Rn (-k u) + P'(x)	 (13)dx	 41r
	
E
P (x) = 
Sn 
x Rn S(x)	 + 1	 S"(x)	 (^) d4	 (14)E	 Ktt	 ttxR-x 	 x-^
If u > 0 we have
d (u/Um)	 S" r
dx	 _ ----tt^x-) Rn (k u) + PA (x),	 (15)
and
P H W = 
S .. 
x) Rn S( x) + 1	 f  S (X) _S" (^) d&	 (16)tt	 4ttx2	 2 tt o
	 x- y
To solve these equations it is necessary to define a valuQ for u
at some point along the body in order to evaluate the constant of inte-
gration. The initial value of u may be defined in several different
ways. If there is no experimental data available for the particular body
under consideration then there are two classes of cases to be distinguished.
One class includes the foreparts of bodies with a convex corner, such as a
cone-cylinder, for which the necessary condition is supplied by the fact





The other includes smooth bodies for which a value for u cannot be
specified a priori. The procedure to be followed in the latter case is to
find that point (x) along the body which satisfies tLe condition S"(x) = 0.
The solution to Laplace's equation at this point will be input as the initial
u. Numerical integration must progress in both directions from this point.
The local linearization program which was developed performs this integra-
tion and provides initial conditions as required.
-.ie local linearization program solves equations 9 through 16 for
u/UW using trapezoidal and thr Runge-Kutta integration techniques. The
program then computes pressure coefficients using equation 7. A listing
of this program and sample input/output are included in the appendix.
The Transonic Equivalence Rule
The transonic equivalence rule first stated by Oswatitsch
( references 3 and 4) relates the flow around a slender body of arbitrary
cross section to that around an "equivalent" nonlifting body of revolution
having the same longitudinal distribution of cross-sectional area.
Following the development of reference 1, the general solution
for the flow over a body can be written
4 (x . Y, z) = UM (x + az) + 0 (x . Y. z)	 (18)
and the pressure coefficient is defined by equation (7).
From slender body theory:
0 = 0, + g (x)	 (19)
where 02 is the solution of the 2-D Laplace equation for the actual body








Using the equivalence rule the potential can be written
_ 02,a + 02,t - ^2,B + ^B 	(20)
where 02,a is the angle of attace solution from Laplace's equation, 2,t
is the thickness solution from Laplace's equation,^2 
B 
is the solution
to the 2-D Laplace's equation for the equivalent body, ^B is the
equivalent body contribution.
Consider the application of this method to the case of a body having an
elliptical cross section. The equivalent body will be a body of revolution
(circular cross section) having an identical S(x) distribution.
The equivalent body potential solution is:
U
02B-2n S' Rnr+2Um ar sine ,	 (21)
and
g' (x) _ - 22 [(I: , ) B + 2n Rn (-;S) + S 5	 (22)
The thickness solution is obtained from the potential solution for the case
of an expanding ellipse. Physically it can be interpreted as the effect
of passing a body through a plane of fluid normal, to the path of motion.
rrom reference 5 the solution for a uniformly expanding circle in
terms of a complex potential, W, is:
W=rVr log t
	 (23)
Where V  represents the velocity at which the radius of the circle is	 I
growing, and & is the complex variable in the transformed plane. The
12
relationship between ^ and a , the complex variable in the physical plane
is
r	 1
E = z La + (a2 - e2 + b2) 2 ]	 (24)
where & = Y + iZ and a and b are the length of the mayor and minor
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The relationship between r, and a and b, is r = VIET• Now
W(&) is the complex potential defined by
W(V=0 +iy
where Q is the perturbation potential in the equation for Cp.
Substituting equations 24 and 26 and into equation 23 yields the thickness
solution for an ellipse
 [U S f
^2 ^t = R.P.	 :	
9'n 
a 
+ (a2 -2a2 + b2 ) 1 2	 (28)
where R . P. denotes the real part of the potential function.
Similar analysis of flow over a cylinder ( ref. 6) yields the expression








(p	 + b )
	 +2,t - R.P. ` ;s 	- a	 2
_a
	 2 1 2
	
LL	 a+ (p a +b )
The constants a and b in eq. 28 may be related to the cross sectional
area of the ellipse, S = nab and a = ab
Differentiating eq (28) with respect to x yields:
"2.t _	 Uw 
L 
I' in a + (a2 - a2 + b2)1/2
ax	 - R.P. 2T ax	 2
Substituting for 0, where p = reie yields,
a ax 't 
= R.P. 2n {S" in 2 e
ie + (e i20 - x + a )1/2
+ S' rI + in 
eie + ei2e _ + 1/a
r	 2
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e
ei2e 
_ a +b )	 re + (r2	 2 1 2 1 i9	 2 e i2e -a +b )2 2 1/2
and
(33)UMu







In the angle of attack solution for an ellipse, r = a + b , and a = a
2	 b
form the two relationships between a, b and r.
Differentiating eq 29 with respect to x yields:
"2.a = R.P. 
^iU2a 
r'	











Differentiating eq 29 wi+:: respect to y and z yields:
302.a	 iU00a	 re i0	 _ 
re + 
4r2
ay	 = R.P. 2	 (r a 	-a + b
-1 -
	 2 i2B 2	 2)1 2
	
[ 





+b 2 ) 1/2]
4r3ei0	 ^(35)
(re i0 + (r2e120-a2 + b2)1/2, ( r2 ei20 _ a2 + b2 11/^
and
8$	 iU .0
	 ire 	 _ ((4r2
0z2a = R.P. 2 -i - ( r2ei20
_a2+b2 ) 1/2	 Ireio + (r2 ei20 -a2 + b2)1/2l
LL	 (36))
- i 4r3 e 
(re io + (r2ei20_a2+b2)1/2 )
 
(r2ei20_a2
+b2 ) 1 2
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With the derivatives of 0 defined all of the terms on the right
hand side of equation 7 can be evaluated except the pressure coefficient
distribution on the equivalent body CP 	This data must be input from
E
either experiment or from the local linearization program previously
discussed. Evaluation of equation 7 is performed in the Transonic
Aerodynamics Program. These results may then be integrated to obtain
values for lift, drag, and pitching moments on slender bodies. Since the
aerodynamic loading, lift and all lateral forces and moments may be
expressed in terms of differences in pressure between points at the same
longitudinal station, these quantities depend solely on 02 . A listing of
the Transonic Aerodynamics Program with sample input/output appears in the
Appendix.
APPLICATIONS
The bodies chosen for analysis fall into three categories, bodies
of revolution, elliptical bodies, and planar bodies. All were previously
tested in wind tunnels and experimental data for comparison were readily
available. Data for four models tested in the Ames 14-Ft Transonic
Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers from .8 to 1.2 are presented in reference 7.
Configurations were analyzed and comparisons with experimental data
are shown in figure 2 through figure 6.
16
LThe body chosen initially is a body of revolution with axial location
of maximum cross-sectional area at x/k = .5, and a fineness ratio of 12.
The radius of the body is given by
rMAX (x - x2)
cos20 + a2 sin  0
	 (37)
where rMAX = 3.0.
Figures 2a and 2b show the pressure coefficients computed by the local
linearization program, and experimental data from reference 7. The data
shown on Figure 2a at % = 1.0 are in good agreement up to the location
x/R = 0.7, where a shock occurs. the results shown on Figure 2b at 1d. = 1.2
are in good agreement over the entire body. Both cases were run with initial
conditions obtained from experimental data. Figure 3 shows the differences
which result when the initial condition is derived from experimental data
and when it is calculated using the solution at the point where S"(x) = 0.
The mayor difference between the results obtained using a computed u  versus
an experimentally determined value is a shifting of the curve along the C 
axis.
The second body chosen for analysis was a parabolic arc body of elliptical
cross-section. The body radius is given by equation 37 above.
17
y
The Transonic Aerodynamics Program is used to calculate angle of
attack variation over this body with A = 1. Experimental data was used for
the equivalent body at zero angle of attack. Comparisons with wind tunnel
results are shown in figures 4a and 4b with Mach number equal to 1.0 and 1.2.
The pressure coefficient, Cp , is plotted versus x/R at an angle of attack
of 6°.
The agreement between computed and measured results is not good for the
MW = 1.0 case. The general trend of the data is correct, however, the
analysis predicts lower value of C  over most of the body. At M W = 1.2
the agreement is better although the analysis continues to underpredict
CP.
Figure 5a shows results for a configuration with A = 3 at Mach number
equal to 1.0. The equivalent body pressure coefficient is again obtained from
experimental data. The same configuration is shown in figure 5b at 60
angle of attack. This analysis was done using the local linearization
program to predict the equivalent body pressure coefficient used in the
Transonic Aerodynamic Program.
For the case at a = 0 the agreement between computed and measured
data is good. The analysis predicts slightly lower values of C  over the
forward portion of the body. Since measured data was used to obtain C 
E
the sudden increase in C  on the rear portion of the body caused by a
shock is reflected in the computed results.
For the case at a - 6 0 the agreement between computed and measured
data is not as good. The data at 8 = -90 0 shows better agreement than that







The final body chosen for comparison is the planar body shown in
figure 6a. The elliptic cone has a major to minor axis ratio of 16.5 and
is compared to the model tested in reference 1. Shown on figure 6a are the
computed data for a circular and an elliptical cone with identical cross-
sectional area distribution. Also shown is experimental data for the
elliptic cone. As can be seen the agreement is quite good over the forward
portion of the body; however, as the base of the cone is approached, the
calculated pressures are higher than measured. This is probably due to wall
interference effects as cited in reference 1.
Results for the elliptic cone at a = 40 are presented on figure 6b.
The pressure coefficient distribution along two meridonal locations on the
body are shown. The data at 0 = +90 0
 represents the windward meridian and
the e = -900 the leeward meridian. In both instances the theory predicts
higher pressures than measured. The reason for this could be the same as
cited for the a = 00 results.
CONCLUSION
The approximate method presented herein represents a useful tool for
establishing the variations of pressure and velocity along the surface of
analytic bodies. The method will appropriately reflect the effects of geometry
changes on the local pressure coefficients. The computer solutions require
minimal input and short computation times consequently the method is well
suited to the analysis of configurations during the preliminary design stages.
19
^_^
In this context the quality of agreement between computed and measured results
is acceptable. The procedures by which these solutions have been obtained
are not restricted to theparticular examples selected for display in this
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Figure 6(a).- Comparison of pressure coefficients on a planar body
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Computer Program Input/Output - All input data are input according to the
NAMELIST type format. In columns 2 through 7 the name $ DATA is punched.
Column 8 is left blank. Beginning in column 9 the variable names which are
shown below and their values are punched. Each variable must be separated
by a comma and the value of the final variable must be followed by a $
sign. If optional variables are not known, they need not be punched. The
variables may be punched out to column 80 in any order.
Variable	 Definition
1X0	 Initial value for X along body
Optional
CP	 Pressure coefficient at XO
A	 Geometry Variables
B	 Appearing in body defining
C	 expression R = A(BX + CXD)
D
G	 Ratio os specific heats
M	 Mach number
EXAMPLE:
$ DATA M = 1. 0, XO = .48, CP = 0., A = .071, B = 1,
C = -1, D = 6.03, G = 1.4, 	 $
If more than one case is to be run, then the input data for the second




The output consists of a listing of the input parameters, Mach number,
Initial station and corresponding velocity, and ratio of specific heats for
the medium. In addition, the equation defining the body shape is shown.
The variation of velocity v, pressure coefficient CP, and body radius R,






PROGRAM TAP I (INPUTrOUTPUTsTAPES=INPUT#PUNCH)
sr	 THIS PROGRAM oETEHMINEb TRANSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS ON
BOUIES OF REVOLUTION UbINn THE












3 IF(X0 * NE.100.)PRINT 4
IF(XO * EO * 100 * )PRINT 5
4 FOHMAT(1H19* XO IS INPUT TO THIS PRUbkAM• UO 1S CALCULATEU FkUM C
1P INPUT*)
5 FORMAT(IM19*X0 AND UO ARE CALCULATED MY THIS PROGRAM*)
IF(AO.E09100 * ) GO TO lU
UO=(-CP-R1(X0)**2)/2*
60 TO 11
CALCULATE AO AND UO IF NECESSARY
10 CALL XUO(XO*UO ► M)
11 PRINT 69 M9X0*U0+G9A9BvCrp
6 FOHMAT(1H•*MACH NUMBER =*rF6.4.5X•*X0 =*9E16,dg5X9*U0 =*9E16*8/
I	 IN s*GAMMA =*9E16*H//
2	 IM 9*R(X) = *9F5.2.4H * (9c5•L911H * (1
—
X) * 9F5 * 2910H * (1
3-X)***F5*Z91H))
L






7 FORMAT(///1H •15X9*X*•15X 9 *U**14X•*CP*•15X9*k*•14X•*Rl*+14X+*S *•
114X•*Si4#I4X•*52*)
UO 8 I=19N
E=X(I)S RU=R(E)S R10=R1(E)$ CPO=CP(U(I)*E)
SO=PI*R(E)**2
SID=2**NI*R(E)*RI(E)
SLD=2 * *PI*IR(E)*R2(E) * R1(E)**21
6 PRINT 9vE+U(I)vCPD*RO9k1U•SD9S1D,,82U
9 FOHMAT(1H 9SE16ob)




















XO=X SUCH THAT S2(X)=0






S2X =2.*PI*(R(X )*RY(X )	 R1(X )••Z)
1F(AdS(S2X).LT.EMS)G0 TO F




2 S2xl =2.*PI « (R ( Xl)*k2(X1) . R1(Xl)**2)
S2X2=2. •PI • (R(X2) •R2(X2) . RI(x2)•H2)
IF(ABS(52X).LT.EPS)GO TO F
IF(52 X2 .LT. O.)bO TO 4











7 FOkMAT(1H 923H** • XO OUT CF RANGE •+M/
I	 1H 9*XO = "9E1b.8)
STOP
CALCULATE UO
6 IF(M.GE.1.)GO TO 13
00 y I=1951
q	 xI(U =lI-1.l^.02
IF(xO.LE . xI(I)-.O1.OR . XO.cT.X1 ( I)..01 ) GO TO 10
p	 x1(1)=X0
V	 YI(1)=-2.'PIi(R(x0)*R3 ( X0) • 39*RI(XO)*RZ(X'O))
g	 GO TO 9
10 YI ( I)=2.*PI* ( R(X1111 ) +k2(XI(I)) . kl(XI (l))°12)/AH5( X0-XI(I))
Y CONTINUE






15 YI ( I)=2.•PI* ( R(XI(I)) +k2(XI(I)) • RI(XI ( I))4d2 )/( x0-XI(l))
YI(51)=-2. •PI*(R(x0) •R3(AA) • 3.•R1(x0)*k2(X0))
N=S1






































































j a	 S1 s 2.*P1*R(X)*k1(X)
{	 St s 2s*P1*(R(X)*k2(X) + R1(X)**21
53 s 2.*PI*(RIX)*R3(X) * 3.*kl(X)*R2(X))
54=2.*PI*(R(X)*R4(x) s 4.*RI(X)*R3(X) * 39*R2(X)**21
w	 IF(M-10 29197
1 IF(U.GF* Oo) GO TO 7
C
L M EQUAL TU 1 AND U LESS THAN
CALCULATE INTEGRAL FOR USE IN DERIVATIVE EXPRESSION
DELTA=X/509
L	 EXTEND LIMITS OF INTEGRATION FOR U .LT.O







IF( X. GT.XI(I)-901 * AND.X.LT•Xl(i)9.01) GO 10 5
S21=2.*Pl*(R(Xi(1))*R2(xl(I)) • R1(X1(I))**2)










DEH(2)=(S3*ALOG( —K*U) s 53 9 S3*AI.06(S/(4.*PI *A*(1.—X)))
l - S2+(1.-2.+X)/(X+11.-x)) s SUM)/149*PI)
ii	 RETUkP)
L
M ESS THAN 1
L	 CALCULATE INTEGRAL FOR USr IN DERIVATIVE EXPRESSION
2 Uu 3 1=1951
Al




6 S21= 2.*PI*(R(XI(I W'R2(X1(I)) • R1(xl(i))**2)
Y1(1)=(A65(X —X1111)*S3 — 4;2 • S2I1 /(X-X1(I1)**2




AbA=I. — M**2 - K *U
IF(AHA.LT.O.) PRINT 209ABA
20 FORMATIIH 9*ABA = *9Elb.81
IF(ABA.LT.U.) ABA=—ABA
DEk(2)=(S3^ALOG( ABA)	 S3*ALOGIS/(4,*PI*X*(1.—X)))
1 — 52.11•-2.*Xl/(x*tl.—X)) . SUM)/(4.*Pl)













OR M EQUAL TO 1 AND U GREATEu THAN OR LUUAL TO 0




tl x1(1)=XIII-1> • UELTA
UO 9 1=1950
521= 2.*PI*(R(XIIII)*Rk(XI(I)) • R1(XI(I))**2)
































1F(U.NE.O.) GO TO 1
R =A*(B*(1.-X) • C)
GU TO 2
1	 k=A+(B+X•C +X*+D)







1FlU.NE.0..AND.D.NE.I9) (in TO 1
H1=-A*d - A*C*D
GO TO 2



















































aDATA M=1.0+X0=.489CP=0.sA=.07125.8=1*C=-19U=6.039G=1.4+ 	 3





k0 IS INPUT T n r l +IS ^^?t' tr++,	 I,) 1'l (;ALC I l1ATFO FF r 'l CP INPUT
M ACH AUMRLi, =1." n '°'	 Y) _	 -,r°	 :'i ? -''1	 Ln = -1.8321112
GAMMA =	 1.4'0:-"^:E*{•.









1.4000^0^r C • 1
1.6000OCOOF -n 1
1. ECi,C)'10CF-" 1













4.6000 `C'?) -' 1
4. E000OOC •?F -" 1
5.00000000'-01




6.!'CC OOOOr-- 1 1
6.20000000;.-0 l
















9.6 CCOOOOO_ -0 1












-2. 37'_'2.634 )r -;2











-C.2E^12r1) c -^ 3
-1.33261129E-03



















1 . 6661u^W -'' 1
8.67?1^9riy^-i)2












































































































Computer Program Input/Output - All input data are input according to 	
1
NAMELIST type format. In columns 2 through 7 the name and INPUT is punched.
Column 8 is left blank. Beginning in column 9 the variable names which
are shown below and their values are punched. Each variable must be
separated by a comma and the value of the final variable must be followed








The array of pressure coefficients for the
equivalent body of revolution. These values
are required from X = 0.05 to X = 0.95 in incre-




If X # 1, elliptical cross section.
= 1
	








Angle of attack in ^adians.
THET (1)
	
Values of 9 around body at which pressure
coefficients are resired in degrees.
NTHETA
	
Dimension of THET(1) array.
EXAMPLE:
$INPUT MACH = 1., CPB(1) = .15, .l, .05, .02, -.ol,
-.04, -.06, -.085, -.0P`, -.1, -.l, -.1, -.1, -.1, -.01,
.05, .01, ITRIG = 0, LAM = 3, ALPF'. = 1.047198,
THET(1) = -90., -4o., -0., 40., 90., NTHETA = 5, $
If more than one case is to be run, then the input data for the second
case may be placed immediately after the data for the first.
All parameters used in this program are complex and in the form
A + iB. The real or imaginary parts or both may be zero. This reserves
space for the values when they are not zero. The built-in functions for






The output consists of a listing of the input parameters, X, theta,









ICLPp +FLAM+aLAM9t LAM 9TLAM+rtiiQ1+CT:SUI+U+N +U +U.S+T9V
U114LNSIUN CP8(e5)9THLT(215)+5141(2 °.)+LUSTIe1))9 ..(2)
LUU1VHLENCt twll)+CP)
NAMLLI^oI / INPUT /MALH+CPb9L liM911t+ IG+ ALP HA 91HLI+i,IHETA
CP DATA Wllh ALFhA=U FuR • XAC1 bp1•Y




Ir (LUF +S) 1U0 +.)
3 Wk1Tt(b+INPUT)
ALPHA=ALPHA* •,t 1 745J3
ALPr11=CMPLX(D..ALPHA)
PHINT 7+MA1,H+LAM+ALPHA
7 FUkMAT(1H1+1SX +* X*+11X+*T.-tTA * + 4X•"CH Kt AI *+91c+*(.P IMA('.*+2GX.*MACh
I Nu = *+Elo. q/IH +N4X+-LA:; _ *+ll^.tVltt 904X+*ALPHA = *. r lb•b //)
lr(1Tk1b.tu.1) HK1;.T 1V



































Ckbu1 = CAkLX ( R5(11 +U. )
C(kDUI=CMPLA(THSu19U.)
LAM 7=—(2.++KNLAM2)442+(e.*,,*LA(A floe?
ELAM=CMIM LA (LAM 7 r U. )
LAMS=—k*k°LAM+K*K/LAM
TLAM=CMPLA(LAM4.1/.)
DO 5U J=19IvTH r T A
A=L IT(J)+C^uRT(Ell/(J)+FL•^M)










U = CMPLA Wl ou?)
H1=H*Ri2ok14K1
H=LMPLA(Hl.U.)
AA=.S d ALI'HI*(—CI — L/U — E/(k , -tI l (J)+I )—L O L/(u*(k*t11 (J).U)))
tid=k^+Rlpll./(k^Eli(J)+r)),^lCl.c /F1
CC P b=CMPLA ( CPri (I) +,!. )
CP= ALPHI*HI*(4. /A-A)-e. 4, i*LLU( ; ( K+> - )-LTK':,UI-e.<`K*KI"CLu(,(H)+H*ALK"U
1+CkSUI — e.°ALPHA* (AA+H y ) —	 I* ((;/I)-(t*1)+L*(,) / (U* (Kt














v1 «CM =	 0.1L + 01 •
^r 13 =	 0.15t • 009	 O.lE*0u9	 U.5E-01. O.GE -U1• -U.IL -019 -0.4t-019
-O.bE-ul• -0* 8bE-0 1 •	 -U.4E-01. -0.It•JO9 -u.lt•009 -O.lt•009
-O.IE • u09	 -U.lt • 009 O.lt•u0• U ' u•	 U.J.	 O.U.
0.09	 0009	 U.0•	 U.".•	 0.09
LmM =	 0..1E + 01 •
11HIG =	 0•
A.PMA =	 0.104E#009
1 .,ET = -0.151079 c• O19	 -O.b4b1JL*009 U.u•	 O.6981JE • OU• 0.1n7074t.01•	 0,0•
0009	 0.09	 U.u•	 U.' ► 	 0009 U.U•	 0 * 09 0.00	 U.U• 0.0 9	Jour



































































































































1 , 1358d43 /E -,)e
-1 . 667b4b1F -,13
1 . 711491 l5t -(Ic
-7.i456U3Idr-GJ
-1.J454bH4-J:-ve
-3. 4 I 4 I7 96JF -')J
1405.>22ut. -.e
e, 46o73J84F-oe













































































































































4. 0642;: a2Jt -0e
-4.4267G37YF-,)e
-3.47U295eJF-OG











3. utl5bu 71 nIr -fie
J.0+37355Uvt -pie
0RIGI^>Ol Pool? QUAZ^
A THE Tr. Ce :±EAL CF'	 IMGb
i




7.50000000E -01 0 0 -4.()29326%et-Ul 1.J4946434e-Ere
7.50000000E-01 b,981J0000t-01 -5.039737401-U2 e.Jb24ubeoF-()d
7.70000000E-01 1.57U7v000t*0^ - 6.).bU4jd4eJt-Oe 1.vIb3517bF-,)e
b.00M000t-01 -1.S707b000t.0r 5.590j+40Jlt-U1. -h..$01l95e7lt-a3
8.00000000E-01 -6.V813(o000t-01 4.106n9650L-U2 -J.bJ9Ue23UF-UJ
8.000U000Ot-01 0. 1.54501045E-Oe 3.eOe-)Ih3uF-aJ
9 8.000UUOOOE-01 6,98IJ0000c-01 3.el3ov101E-04 1.40bOIU JF-Qe
H.000OUOOOt-01 1.5717v000t 4 0 A -8.1360ub e II_ -03 5.Jbb76511F-nJ
M.S0000000E-01 -1.5707 ,i000t+On 1.037114e6c-01 I.15271t314 -ie
8.a000U000t-01 -6.v21J0000t-01 9.522 Fd0U4t-02 9.S0U40395F-JJ
8.50000000E-01 0. b.10413J4bt-U2 -b.v57b4P41t-!)J
8.n000U000t-01 6.9E+ 1JUUU0t-01 3.v9774eV4t-02 2.U7b4469JF-UJ
K.SUOu0000E.-01 1.57U79000t • O,t 2.843431Jbt-U? -I.eJdOo?l5t-0e
I'
-i ..
